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ABSTRACT
Fractional image areas based on measured transmittance
distributions of contact screens having screen frequencies
of 50 - 150 lines/inch* (1.95 - 4.66 cycles/mm) are compared
to measured fractional image areas produced on lithographic
film using the same contact screens. The Modulation Transfer
Function (MTF) of the lithographic film is calculated for
*
spatial frequency inputs of 1.9 5
- 12.00 cycles/mm. Based
on these experiments, a mathematical model was developed to
describe how the fractional image area of a halftone is de
pendent on spatial frequency of the contact screen, predicted
fractional image area based on the screen
'
s transmittance
distribution, and development time.
*Lines/inch in this paper is line pairs/inch or cycles/inch.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Photographic contact screens are used extensively in
the graphic arts industry to convert a continuous tone image
to a high contrast image in which the tonal information is
converted into area variations. The area varing image is
usually periodic, with the fractional area (output) being
related to the continuous tone input. This functional rela
tionship is the screen's characteristic response or screening
curve, which in part determines the tone reproduction char
acteristics of the contact screen system.
In use, a contact screen system consists of a screen
placed coated side to film emulsion with the original con
tinuous tone..image ..placed, on ..top... This
'
sandwich '...is ..then.
placed in a vacuum frame to provide intimate contact between
image, screen, and film. A uniform exposure is then given
to the sandwich, exposing the film. The film material is
usually a lithographic film subsequently processed in lith
(infectious) developer.
Lithographic films processed in lith developers are an
attempt at making a photographic system analogous to the
electronic pulse generator. With a sufficient input, in
this case, photons absorbed per unit area, the system will
generate a pulse (maximum density) . Inputs less than the
sufficient or threshold exposure will result in no pulse
(base plus fog density) . In practice, the films have a long
toe region having little contrast and then, at some thres
hold exposure, take-off with a gamma of up to eight or greater
to densities up to six.
The resultant film image is the first generation which
is then contact printed in a vacuum frame onto a second gen
eration material, usually a printing plate. When the plate
is made the dot sizes or line widths that result are deter
mined by the threshold exposure of the second generation ma
terial. For a negative working plate, the threshold exposure
would be that exposure which when exceeded would result in a
hard image area on the plate and when not exceeded would re
sult in a non-image area. Plates are commonly diazo type or
other, high- resolution. ..maerials. processed by ..development which
is non-infectious in nature. When used with a high contrast
film master, as the lithographic material is, they produce
very sharp image to
non- image delineation.
The exposure received at any point on the second gen
eration material is determined by the density of the first
generation material at that point. For a given uniform ex
posure of the second generation material there will be a crit
ical density of the first generation material that will de
termine the location of the threshold exposure.
As with the second generation material the first gen
eration material also has a threshold exposure associated
with it. After processing, at a point on the film where the
threshold exposure was incident on the film, the density
should be equal to the critical density. The relative ex
posure distribution on the film is determined by the trans
mittance distribution of the screen.
Using a screen with a known transmittance function, no
one has characterized how dot sizes or line widths will vary
on the film, or how the percent image area, i.e. tone repro
duction, will vary as a function of screen frequency over a
range of exposures and processing conditions. The system ide
ally should convert a signal into a pulse response on the film,
either no density or a density in excess of the critical den
sity, with an edge having infinite frequency content. With
a line screen for a given uniform exposure, the result on the
film should.be. sharp, lines, whose..width can ...be.,predic.ted._by_
knowing such parameters as the characteristic response of the
film for a given source and processing condition, the screen's
transmittance distribution, and the incident exposure.
Observations show that lines or dots produced by screens
in a contact screen system are not perfect but are degraded
by the system. This degradation could be due to a variety
of different elements on the system. The characteristic curve
of the lith material has been shown to be spatial frequency
dependent. The screen and the film will introduce noise into
1
J.E. Lopez, "Tone Reproduction of Small Scale Images




Unpublished Masters Thesis, RIT, 1971.
the system causing otherwise sharp edges to be obscured.
The result will be that the threshold exposure points and
the critical density points on the film will not coincide.
The objectives of this research are:
(1) to compare predicted fractional image areas cal
culated from exposure distributions, based on threshold
exposure levels determined from macro characteristic responses
and measured transmittance distributions of contact screens,
to fractional image areas produced by those screens when used
with lithographic film processed with a lith (infectious)
developer.
(2) calculation of effective exposure Modulation Trans
fer Function (MTF) of the lithographic film for low contrast
sinusoidial. . inputs _ over., .arrange of spatial., frequencies.. used.
for contact screens in contact screen systems .
2 . 0 THEORY
2 . 1 INTRODUCTION
The contact screen system is comprised primarily of two
elements, the contact screen and a high contrast light sensi
tive material, each with specific properties that enable the












The contact screens have periodic transmittance functions
in space, providing the film with a periodic input whose level
is dependent on the incident exposure. The output is a devel
oped image whose size and shape is related to the screen's
specific frequency content. A system using periodic inputs
and outputs lends itself to the use of Fourier analysis which
enables an examination of input and output frequency content.
2.2 THE CONTACT SCREEN
Contact screens are generally processed photographic
films with a two-dimensional periodic density function. The
image is usually one of two kinds, a silver screen referred
to as a 'gray
screen'
or a magenta dye referred to as a .'ma
genta screen'. They are available in various frequencies
from two to twelve cycles/mm, referred to as 'screen rulings'.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the density function is referred
*
to as the 'screen range'.
Unlike the silver screen whose range is fixed, the ma
genta screen's effective range can be changed, thereby modi
fying the tone reproduction characteristics, by changing the
incident spectral distribution with appropriate filters.
Contact, screens can be used in a variety of ways. A_
common method is to form a sandwich (film, contact screen,
and continuous image) , place them in a vacuum frame, and
expose with a point source. Another method is to place a
contact screen in a camera back and project the image of the
copy onto the screen/film combination. Screens are also used
in scanners to produce half-tones from scanned continuous
copy. The screening method used in this work was the 'sand
wich'
exposed with a point source.
The function of a contact screen is to modify a uniform
exposure into a periodic function proportional to its trans
mittance function which can be represented by a two-dimensional
Fourier series expansion.
+00 + i (mu) x = nw y)
T(x,y) = E E C e y
m= n= mn
00 oo
with the Fourier coefficients given by:
+P /2 +P /2 -i(mo) x + nu v)
C = 1 ? ^r ~ Y
mn P P -P /2 -P /2 dxdY
x y x y
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P = period in x direction
x
P = period in y direction
y
The level of the resultant incident exposure distri
bution is dependent on the density of the original continuous
tone image. The screen range is equivalent to the log exposure
range that is possible to be produced with a given screen.
(Though this can be modified by additional exposures called
bump and flash) . When this exposure distribution is incident
on a high contrast, light sensitive material, fractional areas
of density are formed ranging in size from pinpoint to the
period of the screen, or uniform density. This is shown in
Figure 2.
Maurer2
has shown that the transmittance function
determines the tone reproduction characteristics of the halftone
2R.E. Maurer, "The Relation of the Contact Screen to
Picture
Quality,"
Eleventh Annual TAGA Proceedings.




















image formed by the contact screen system.
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2.3 LITHOGRAPHIC FILMS AND INFECTIOUS DEVELOPMENT
The characteristic curve of the lithographic film with
its toe region having little contrast and high gamma enables
the contact screen system to achieve high density dots with
sharp edges. The mechanism primarily responsible for this is
the infectious development of the exposed .film. The effect
is based on the reaction of the oxidation by-products of the
developing agent, hydroquinone. Mechanisms for have been
proposed by T.H. James and J.A.C. Yule.
The lith developer contains one developing agent, hy






Two Step Oxidation of H2Q
FIGURE 3




J. A.C. Yule, "Formaldehyde and H2Q Developers and
Infectious
Development,"
J. Franklin Institute, vol. 239,
(1945) , p. 221.
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The hydroquinone is first oxidized to form semiquinone, a
highly active developing agent. The semiquinone reduces more
silver ions to form quinone. This second oxidation by
product recombines with the hydroquinone to form semiqui
none, the active developing agent. Once development has
started at a grain, a high concentration of the semiquinone
is formed by this auto-catalytic reaction. Also in the
developer is formaldehyde sodium bisulfite, whiqh, by dis
associating to a small degree, maintains a low concentration
of sulfite ions in solution. The sulfite ions remove the
development by-products (semiquinone and quinone) and competes
with the auto-catalytic reaction. Thus the intermediate product
which accelerates development is short-lived and is limited
by the
sulfite-
concentration. --In regions where- the -exposure -
was not sufficient to reach a density of about 0.2, the sulfite
will effectively remove the oxidation by-products and develop
ment will proceed with normal activity. Since the sulfite con
centration is fixed by the buffer, there will be a critical
concentration of by-products that will over-power the buffer
and the auto-catalytic reaction will begin to take place.
This critical concentration is dependent on and changed by a
small increase in incident exposure. The sudden change in the
rate of development and high concentration of the active devel
oping agent causes grains which were exposed but otherwise
undevelopable to be developed. This gives the film its high
gamma characteristic: large change in density with little
12
change in incident exposure. Yule showed that with this type
of infectious development only exposed grains are developed.
2.4 USE OF FOURIER SERIES AND FOURIER TRANSFORMS ON THE SYSTEM
The one-dimensional Fourier transform is an operation
which takes the spatial function f (x) from the spatial to
the frequency domain. Mathematically this is stated as:
+9? -i2Tryx
F(y) = / f(x) e dx (1)
oo
where F(y) is the Fourier transform of f (x)
The Fourier transform is a frequency domain representa
tion of a function. It contains exactly the same informa
tion as a spatial representation of the original function.
Fourier analysis enables- an examination of the function- from.
another viewpoint, the transform domain.
A Fourier series representation is a special case of the
Fourier transform for a periodic function. The Fourier series
of a one dimensional periodic function is in general:
oo i2irny x
f (x) = E C e (2)
p
n=- n









dx n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 . . .
(3)
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Comparing equations (1) and (3), one sees that except
for the factor of 1/p, the coefficients C of the Fourier
n
series expansion of fp(x) are equivalent to the values of the
Fourier transform F(y) evaluated at n.
Equation (1) is not suitable for machine calculation since
in actually performing the Fourier transform on discrete
data, the functions have to be sampled by some method for a
finite number of points. The discrete Fourier transform is
given by:
N-l -i2imk/N
F,_n_. = E f(kAx) e (4)
^NAx;
k=0
n = 0,1,2,3. . .N-l
N = number of samples
Ax = spacing in spatial domain
In doing this calculation, certain considerations have to be
made to obtain meaningful results .
When we Fourier transform sampled functions at some
interval Ax, we really multiply the continuous function f (x)
*
by V(x) and transform the product f(x)V(x) to obtain
F(y)*V(y). The Fourier transform of the sampled function
is a periodic function where one.period is equal, within
a constant, to the Fourier transform of the continuous func
tion.
To this end, the sampling theorem specifies the rela
tionship between the maximum freauency of interest y andc _ -
max








the sampling interval Ax. Constraints on the theorem require
that the function must be band-limited; i.e. the Fourier
transform of f (x) must be zero for frequencies greater than
(5)
specifies the maximum spacing between sampled values for
which the theorem holds. This is known as the Nyquist sampling
rate. If Ax<l/2y then aliasing will result.
max
In this particular application, the Fourier transform
of spatially sampled photographic images, the effects of
the measuring instrument have to be considered. For the
frequency range which will... be. considered, here.,....(0.-1.2.) .cycles/mm,
the frequency response of the optics is taken to be 100%.
The scanning will be with a rectangular aperture. The Modu
lation Transfer Function (MTF) of an aperture of width a, and
length b is given by:





The aperture will have cut-off frequencies (first zero
value for the sine functions) for both the aperture length
and the width. The length will determine the low frequency
cut-off, the width the high frequency cut-off for the mea
surement. For example: A slit 20ym x 730ym will have a low
15
frequency cut-off of 1/b or 1/37 cycles/mm; and a high fre
quency cut-off of 1/a or 50 cycles/mm. At frequencies above
1/b the Fourier transform of a function sampled with this
aperture can be attributed solely to fluctuations along the
scanning direction and thus the MTF is reduced to sinc(iray).
When sampling a periodic function it is necessary to use
some finite number of points, a process termed as windowing
the data record. A rectangular window will have. a sine func
tion as its transform. As the window increases in length in
the spatial domain, the sine function will approach a delta
function in the frequency domain. The effect in the frequency
domain is to convolve the sine function with the transform of
the original function f (x) . Since convolving a function
rr
with a delta-function, gives back the function, ...it. is. desirr
able to have an infinite data record. This not being possi
ble, we use a long finite window function which results in a
tolerable amount of spreading in the frequency domain.
The window, if other than exactly an integer number of
periods in length, will cause leakage in the frequency spec
trum. Leakage can be seen in the frequency domain as a spread
ing of the modulus at a particular frequency that otherwise
would have been a delta function at that frequency.
In many cases, practical
limitations do not allow for an
optimization of all the parameters necessary for exact trans
forms. For example, sampling may be limited to a particular
Ax or its integer multiples, which may or may not coincide
16
with an integer number of periods of the sampled function.
To reduce the effect of leakage, different window functions
may be used to modify the data prior to transforming. Var
ious windows and their effects on the transform of a pure
sinusoid are shown in Appendix VI.
All the functions in this study are well-behaved real
periodic functions. From equation (4) , it is seen that in
general the transform is complex, containing botlj a real and
imaginary part. To represent the transforms, the modulus
was calculated as-:





and plotted as a function of spatial frequency.
For periodic, functions, the modulus will.-take, values
corresponding to the Fourier coefficients in equation (3) ,
thus giving a Fourier series representation of the periodic
function.
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3 . 0 EXPERIMENTAL
3.1 EXPOSURES AND EXPOSURE CONTROL
All exposures were made with a voltage regulated 100
watt tungsten halogen point source placed two meters from
the film plane. A diffusion material was placed two inches
from the filament to reduce hot spots. A solenoid type
shutter controlled by a digital timer was used to control
exposure time. In varying the exposure, lamp voltage was
held constant at 20 volts. When necessary an M-carbon neu
tral density filter was used to decrease the exposure. Ex
posure times were kept within a range where there would be no
reciprocity effects.
Exposures were measured using a UDT 40X Opto-meter,
an integrating. photometer, .The- detector was mounted in- a--
specially constructed right angle holder utilizing a
90
prisim that places an image of the detector in the exposure
plane. The detector also had a photometric filter and dif
fuser. Prior to use, the meter with the detector as de
scribed had been calibrated against an Osram standard lamp
to read lux-seconds directly.
Six unexposed 35mm strips of Kodalith 6556 previously
cut to 5% inches and double punched at both ends were placed
in position on an open face vacuum board, emulsion up. The
contact screen, registered to the vacuum board, was then
placed emulsion down. The step tablet stripped into a cover
sheet was then placed on top, emulsion down. The vacuum was
18
drawn to 25+ lbs. /inch . The apparatus is shown in Figure 4.
The
'sandwich'
was smoothed with a chamois to remove any
trapped air. Dust problems were minimized by using
Dust-
off and static brushes before each exposure. When not in
use, the screens were kept in protective holders.
This operation was done under illumination provided by
Kodak IA safelights , at no less than five feet, for a total
time not exceeding eight minutes. Tests conducted on the
6556 showed no appreciable differences in densities for a
given exposure between samples handled under safelights and
samples handled in total darkness.
3.2 PROCESSING
Processing .was done. in a. specially constructed
sensi-
tometric processing tank utilizing nitrogen burst agitation
designed to give uniform and consistent results. (See Figure 5.)
The tank can accommodate up to eight, 5% inch 35mm strips at
a time. During development, the tank was immersed in a con
stant temperature bath held at 70F. Eight hundred ml of
developer were used, four hundred ml each of Kodak Kodalith
A & B. The developer was mixed prior to use and was changed
after 18 strips had been processed or ten minutes, whichever
was first. The pH of the developer was measured prior to using
each batch. Stock solutions were changed if the pH was less
than 10.0. During development the nitrogen pressure was set














at eight seconds. This combination was found to give the most
consistent results with the film and developer used.
After the specific development time, the rack v/as pulled
from the developer, allowed to drain for three seconds, and
was then immersed in a 6% acetic acid solution for ninety sec
onds. The film was then fixed for five minutes, washed and
forced-air dried.
3.3 STEP TABLET
A silver step tablet was made from Kodak Blue Sensitive
Masking Film 2136/. 004 inch Estar base. The step tablet,
on 8 x 10 inch film, consists of a 5 x 6 matrix of steps with
an approximate diffuse density difference of 0.0 4 in the x di
rection and-0 .20 diffuse- density difference in -the y direction.
The effective range of the step tablet is 1.26 in log exposure,
2
Each step is at least 4cm in area.
3.4 CONTACT SCREENS
Commercial parallel line screens, available through
Caprock, New Jersey, of 50, 85, 120, and 150 lines per inch,
were used to produce experimental halftone images. Low mod
ulation periodic screens of tne same spatial frequencies were
made by projecting a defocused image of the Caprock screens
onto Kodak 2136. The low modulation screens were then used
as inputs for the Modulation Transfer Function determination
of the lithographic film.
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3.5 FILM
Kodalith 6556, ortho type 3, 35mm film was used through
out the experiment to produce the halftone images .
3.6 DEVELOPER
Kodak Kodalith. A & B, an infectious developer, was used
throughout the experiment.
3.7 CHARACTERISTIC CURVES
Characteristic curves were exposed and processed in the
same apparatus as the experimental samples. A calibrated
carbon continuous linear wedge with a 1.5 log exposure range
over 10 cm was used to give an exposure-to-distance rela
tionship on- the -Kodalith- 6556. film. The developed .film..was
scanned using a Zeiss SMP05 discrete sampling microdensi
tometer with a 20 x 730 micrometer aperture. Sampling every
100 micrometers, 400 points were taken.
3.8 CALIBRATING THE LINEAR WEDGE
The linear wedge is an M-carbon Kodak continuous wedge
#R904-25-2 which was scanned using a Quantascan recording
densitometer. The Quantascan had been calibrated with a
Kodak certified step tablet in the diffuse density mode. On
the basis of the Quantascan results, a plot of density vs.
position on the wedge was available.
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3.9 DIFFUSE AND MACHINE DENSITY
All the microdensitometer measurements were done on the
Zeiss SMP0 5 which measures specular density. When relating
a machine density to a given exposure as a function of posi
tion, this machine density was adequate, since both the film
sample and the characteristic curves were measured on the same
instrument with identical geometry. When a relationship be
tween a diffuse density, which corresponds to a contact print
ing geometry, and a machine density is needed, a conversion
has to be made. This difference between diffuse and specular
densities was compensated by measuring step tablets of the two
screen materials on both the Zeiss and the Quantascan. From
this data, a spline fit was done for each film, generating
a conversion--table.-The- table -was . generated by -fitting.-a -
third order polynomial between diffuse and specular densities
between successive steps and interpolating. A listing of the
Fortran programs used can be found in Appendix V.
3.10 DETERMINATION OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.10.1 FRACTIONAL IMAGE AREA
The contact screens and step tablet were registered to
the vacuum board. For each of the thirty steps a scribe mark
was put on the screen so the positions on
the screen and the
film sample could be related. Film samples v/ere exposed
and
processed according to the
experimental design shown in
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(Exposure levels are not necessarily the same for each treat
ment combination having the same level as indicated by the
experimental design. Criteria for choosing specific levels
of exposures are found in Appendix I.)
FIGURE 6
25
screen frequency, thirty exposure levels resulted. From
these, ten to twelve levels were chosen to represent the
screening curve (see Appendix I) . For each treatment com
bination the image and the corresponding screen section were
scanned with a Zeiss SMP05 discrete sampling microdensitometer
(see Appendix III for details) in the same direction and from
a common origin. This was to insure that the Kodalith image
corresponded to the theoretical exposure distribution deter
mined from the screen. A preliminary study had shown that
while the screen's frequency content remained constant over
the whole screen, the level changed significantly. This
meant that one sample of the screen would not acceptably
characterize the exposure distribution of the whole screen.
(See Appendix II ..fordetails..) For. each screen, points
were sampled at 10 micrometer intervals. For each film com
bination, 450 points at 10 micrometer intervals were sampled.
In both cases, an effective aperture of 20ym x 730ym was used.
A threshold density of .95 was chosen to define the edge of
*
a line. For each characteristic curve, the exposure neces
sary to yield a density of .95 was determined. In calculating
the exposure distribution, the measured density of the screen
was first converted to diffuse density using a conversion
This threshold has no particular significance other than
that it has been mentioned in the literature as a density which
would define an edge if a halftone containing soft dots were




table. A Fortran program that would process the data was
developed. From the data, the fractional image area on the
film was determined (hereafter referred to as the resultant
fractional image area) . The fractional area was an average
of at least nine periods of the image depending on the par
ticular screen frequency. The corresponding exposure dis
tribution was calculated and the theoretical fractional image
area determined, (hereafter referred to as predicted frac
tional image area) .
3.10.2 FOURIER SERIES REPRESENTATION OF INCIDENT AND
EFFECTIVE EXPOSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
For each treatment combination, a level of exposure was
determined .that, would put the input, exposure ...on. the. linear.
portion of the characteristic curve. This was done so that
the response (output) on the Kodalith material could be mea
sured; i.e. that the minimum density would always be greater
than base plus fog density, and the maximum density could be
measured with available instrumentation. The screens used
were of a short range (nominally 0.3 in density) so as to be
within the very short log exposure range of Kodalith material.
The treatments were exposed and processed (see Figure 7) .
The contact screens and the corresponding Kodalith images
were scanned with the Zeiss SMP05, utilizing a 20ym x 730ym
aperture. (See Appendix III for details.) Five hundred data
27
points at ten micrometer intervals were collected from each
sample. A Fortran program was written which would process
the data. Using the parameters of the system (the character
istic response of the film, incident exposure on the screen,
relation between machine and diffuse density) , the Fourier
series which represents the frequency content of the incident
exposure (input) and the effective exposure (output) distri

























For each data file, the file was examined by displaying
on a CRT device. Obvious errors (such as pinholes which had
been scanned) were deleted from each file, essentially hand
smoothing the data. The smoothed data was. then regressed




where D(x) is density as a function of the position X- 3 ,
o
8 , and 6 are the regression coefficients.
The position was related to the incident log exposure
(absolute) on the film through the linear wedge calibration
and the incident log exposure (absolute) on the wedge.
For the..fractional ..image, analysis, exposure .values .for
densities of .95 were determined and used in subsequent analy
sis. Equation (1) is used to represent the characteristic
curves which related density to effective exposure when the
MTF's were calculated. The results of the regression are











3.00 CH11 .93 .4403
-.5912xl0~2
3.25 CH31 .93 .4426
-.5362xl0 2
3.50 CH51 .89 .4413
-.6917xl0~2
3.00 CH12 .85 .3887 -.4112xl0"2
3.25 CH32 .85 .3930
-.6892xl0-2
-.1843xl0-3
3.50 CH52 .85 .3905
-.7713xl0-2
Results of Regression of
Characteristic Curves
TABLE 1
Plots of the raw data are shown in Figure 8 (note x
= 0 in
the figures do -not necessarily correspond to x
= 0 for each
functional representation) .
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4.2 FRACTIONAL IMAGE AREA
The intention of replicating the experiment, using two
different lots of the same emulsion, exposures made and pro
cessed on separate days and so on, was to have a large mea
sure of experimental error. When the design was run, it was
discovered that a majority of what were to be replicates were
not. This was due to what was thought to be differences in
the speeds of the emulsion lots. (See Appendix I for details.)
Subsequent measurements showed the average density of the
screen changed with position, causing a different predicted
value with a change of position even though the incident ex
posure at the screen was constant. (See Appendix II.) The
commercial screens used, which may be adequate for production
purposes, turned-out not -to be ideally suited - to this-,appli
cation which requires a very uniform screen.
The end result was that, of a possible 56 replicates,
only nine treatment combinations had replicates of the inde
pendent variables. It was these replicates that were used as
a measure of error to calculate lack of fit in the regression
model. In addition, the nine replicates were adjusted, using
the nearest neighbor technique.
A correlation matrix of all the data was calculated.
The independent variables were development time, predicted
fractional area, and spatial frequency. In addition, second
and third order terms, linear interaction and second order
interaction terms were included in the matrix. The dependent
34
variable was the resultant fractional image area. The matrix
is shown in Table 2.
On the basis of the correlation coefficients, a few dif
ferent models were used for the regression. The purpose of
the regression was to determine a functional model which best
fit the data.
Lack of fit was calculated for each model. The functional
model that represents the data takes the form:
Y(X ,-X,/X ) = b + b v,
+ b,X X + b X (D
123 0 11 212 33
where Y = Resultant fractional image area predicted by model
X
= Predicted fractional image area
X
= Screen frequency (lines/inch)
2
. x












Lists of the data, models tried, and a residual plot can be
found in Appendix IV.
The confidence region can be expressed in matrix form as
(B^bXx'xte-b) < ps2F(p,v,l-a) (2)
CORRELATION MATRIX
Independent Variables
X ^Predicted Fractional Image Area
X2=Screen Spatial Frequency (lines/inch)
X =Development Time (minutes)
Dependent Variable
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For a 95% confidence region, this becomes:
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where B = Model parameters
b = Best estimate of parameters
p
= Number of parameters (4)
s2
= Mean square error ( 2.
09x10"
3)
F(p,v,l-a) = Table value in F-distribution (2.7)
To show this properly the result would have to be plotted
in four space. Instead, a BASIC program was written to perform
the matrix, multiplication., and different values, of. B were...
used to obtain a rough estimate of each parameter's range.
The output is shown in Table 3.
Using the model, plots of the resultant fractional
image area (Y) are plotted as a function of predicted frac
tional image area (x ) for each screen frequency and
develop-
ment time. In addition, (Y) as a function of spatial fre
quency when Y
=
x are also shown. (See Figures 9 and 10.)
The dotted line, a line of unit slope, is included to facili
tate comparison of plots.
4.3 MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
For each of the treatment combinations,
the-
modulation
of the fundamental and the first harmonic were calculated
38
SAMPLES OF ERROR REGIONS
Different values of B are used in
equation (2) and the results are
shown. At right, B=b is the least


























































































Line of Unit Slope
(See Text For Details)
FIGURE 10
Y=X
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from their Fourier tranform by:
|H(y) |
Modulation (y) = (1)
|H(0)|
where H(y) is the Fourier transform of the exposure distri
bution
For the input, the modulation was the same at each fre
quency for each sample. This was verified by calculating the
modulation for each of the six input conditions at each of the
eight frequencies.




---, Modulation (y) -{input} -.-
The results of these calculations are shown in Table 4.
Plots of the MTF as a function of spatial frequency are shown
in Figure 11.
It was noted that the values of MTF were significantly
lower for the second replicate. It was believed that a
common error had been made in the calculations . A thorough
examination of all the data and procedures indicated no
gross errors. The overall depression of the MTF values of
the second replicate indicated a possible problem of screen/
film contact. In an examination of the exposure apparatus,
it was discovered that register holes and pins not used in
the first replication were causing the screen to hang-up,
42






























Time of Deve lopment
3. 00 3. 25 3. 50
REP1 REP 2 REP1 REP 2 REP1 REP2
.91 .49 .89 .56 .81 .25
.75 .45 1.06 .51 1.02 .27
1.67 .65 1.25 .60 1.26 .28
1.36 .56 1.41 .65 1.30 .34
1.00 1.08 .61 1.09 .33
1.11 .50 1.37 .69 1.28 .37
3.42 .95 2.26 1 .08 1.41 .63





(cycles/mm) 1.95 3.32 3.90 4.66
input
modulation 0.1147 0.1933 0.0217 0.0904
s
6.11xl0-5 2.60xl0_,t 1.2xl0"3 9.69xl0-5
n 6 8 8 8
frequency
(cycles/mm) 5.81 6.64 9.32
input
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preventing an intimate contact between screen and film de
spite a 25 lbs.
/inch2
vacuum. With this realization, the
second set of data could not be combined with the first to
obtain a measure of experimental error.
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5.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 FRACTIONAL IMAGE AREA
It is seen from the graphs (Figures 9 and 10) that as
screen frequency increases, the actual measured fractional
image areas are greater than the predicted fractional image
areas (x ) . This would indicate that at that frequency, the
gradient of the lith material is less than that of the large
area gradient. For each period of the screen, as the gra
dients decrease, the threshold density points would laterally
shift toward each other. The net result would be an increase
in the measured fractional image area. Figure 12 shows the
effect of varying gamma on the percent image area produced on
the lithographic film by the contact screen system.
As the screen frequencies, .decreasethere, is a
value at which the measured fractional image area will equal
the predicted image area. The values which are predicted by
the model for the fractional image area do not parallel the
dashed lines indicating that the gradients and/or the speed
are changing as a function of the predicted fractional image
area (x ) (The dashed lines in Figures 9 and 10 indicate
i
where a measured fractional image area would equal the pre
dicted fractional image area independent of spatial frequency
and development time. This is provided to facilitate
com-
parisons between each graph.) The slope of
the- (Y) values
plotted as functions of (x ) vary for each screen frequency
and development time. This shows a further dependence of the
Effect Of Varying Gamma











NOTE: All axes are not
equally scaled.
Typical input log exposure
is = 1.6.
Typical log exposure lati
tude of lith material = .3
with gamma (gradient; ie
slope of the characteristic
curve) varying between 8
and 12.
Typical output density
of lith material is
densities of 3.5 or greater,
FIGURE 12
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gradient on the screen frequency and development time.
This study has shown the functional relation of pre
dicted fractional image area, screen frequency, and develop
ment time on the measured fractional image area of a contact
screen system for a particular film/development combination
exposed and processed under controlled conditions. This
represents the first step in a printing process to produce
a halftone image. Further work based on this stydy investi
gating the effects of the plate/press characteristics would
prove useful in developing image quality criteria for the
production of printed halftone images.
5.2 MTF DETERMINATION
The ..MTF..,.o.f .. any...system which behaves linearly is
prac-
tically independent of the input modulation. Continuous tone
photographic system responses (density as a function of log
exposure) aire generally non-linear with the degree of
non-
linearity dependent on the gamma of the process and the input
modulation. Therefore, with relatively low modulation inputs,
the photographic system will behave linearly. However, if the
modulation is very low the amount of noise produced could
obscure the output signal. In the case of the lithographic
materials a relatively low modulation input is needed (20
percent or less) since the materials have relatively high
gammas. With this in mind, our expectations were to determine
the effective exposure MTF of the lithographic material.
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In doing the experiment it was hoped that a complete
replication would give a good measure of experimental error.
As it is, a variance cannot be associated with the MTF data
presented. It can be said that the MTF appears to decrease
at higher frequencies with an increase of development time.
For each development time, the MTF decreases over the fre
quency range of 4 to 6 cycles/mm, while the MTF increases
with increasing frequency over other ranges. The. MTFs
having a value greater than one and then decreasing at 4 to
6 cycles/mm is consistent with MTFs of systems having strong
adjacency effects.
In looking at the frequency representations of the
effective exposure distributions (output) , in all but the
case .of the. .15.0.. lines/inch, screen, processed ..for. 3 . 25 .and
3.50 minutes , no harmonic distortion was present. This
would seem to indicate that the system was effectively linear
ized by going back through the characteristic curves for all
the other cases. The additional harmonics are most likely
due to the non-linear nature of adjacency effects which were
not accounted for in linearizing the system. The data showing
increasing MTF, with values greater than one for frequencies
greater than 6 cycles/mm, suggests that while harmonic dis
tortion was not present, a non-linearity is still present and
effecting MTF
values.1
1C.N. Nelson, "Prediction of Densities in Fine Detail in
Photographic
Images,"
PS&E, Vol. 15, No. 1, January, 1971.
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It would be helpful to repeat the experiment on a smaller
scale, including input frequencies up to at least 40 cycles/
mm and with replication to provide the remainder of the MTF
curve with a measure of experimental error.
50
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METHOD FOR CHOOSING LEVELS OF EXPOSURE
Although thirty or more levels of exposure were avail
able for each screen developer combination, only a maximum
of twelve were scanned. This was done because of the time and
expense that was needed to reduce each data set. As it was,
over 320 data sets were scanned and analyzed.
In order to pick the samples to be scanned, a criteria
had to be established. This was done by simulation of the
system as a whole, i.e. an ability to predict densities
ob-
*
tained on a press sheet given incident exposure on the con
tact screen system. A plate/press characteristic curve for
a lithographic printing system was plotted on special graph
paper (Figure 13) . The graph paper has the Y axis in density
with uniform spacing of visual tone values according to Munsell.
The X axis is in percent dot or fractional image area. The
maximum density scale was then divided into twelve equal divi
sions. The fractional image areas determined would then repre
sent densities on the press sheet that would be equally spaced
on a linear tone scale.
Each of the process samples were measured on a Dot Area
meter with a 3mm. aperture. Based on these measurements, ten
curve obtained from: H. Brent Archer and Zenon Elyjiw,




Plate/Press Characteristic Curve Of
A Typical Offset Lithographic Process
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to twelve fractional areas were chosen which came closest to
the ideal fractional areas.
In replicating the experiment, a second emulsion was
used (film was used in 100 ft. rolls) . Because of the dif
ferences in speed between the two emulsions, equivalent ex
posures did not yield the same fractional area. This resulted
in the inability to get exactly corresponding fractional areas
as a function of an equivalent exposure. The objective was
then in each case to use a sample whose fractional area came
closest to the ideal values.
In the data reduction, separate characteristic curves
were used for each emulsion to eliminate the effect of dif
ferent speeds between the two emulsions.
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APPENDIX II
TEST FOR CHANGE IN LEVEL OF SCREENS
It was hoped that for each screen, one sample would
characterize the whole screen. It was suspected that this
assumption would not hold true when used with the lithographic
material.
To check each one of the four contact screens used for
the fractional image area, the screens were scanned at three
separate places (two opposite edges and the center) . Scan
ning was done on the Zeiss SMP05 as outlined in Appendix III.
Each data file was converted to transmittance; the Fourier
transform was then calculated. The twelve transforms are shown
in Figure 1"4'T Iii "each case,
the"
frequency content of the screen
remains essentially constant for the samples taken, but -the mean
transmittance varied as shown.
Screen
(lines/inch) 1 2 3 X s
50 .207 .199 - .195 .200 .006
85 .160 .163 .175 .166 .008
120 .094 .101 .106 .100 .008
150 .078 .078 .079 .079 .001
Table Of Mean Transmittances
TABLE 7
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The change in transmittance of the screen is going to
have a different effect on the fractional image area which
is dependent on what their incident exposure is. The greater
the average density of the screen (small transmittance) the
greater the effect of the error. As an example, the 120 line
screen has an average transmittance of 0.10 or an average
density of 1.00. The screen's range is nominally 1.20 giving
the screen a maximum density of 1.60. At an incident exposure
where the screen density of 1.50 would define the threshold
exposure level, with the transmittance varying between 0.012,
the screen's density would vary between 1.72 and 1.36 which
for this case would be over a stop in exposure variation. This
can be seen in Figure 15. To limit the total error in the
experiment, each screen was scanned over the area which cor
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ZEISS DISCRETE SAMPLING MICRODENSITOMETER
The Zeiss SMP0 5 used throughout this experiment is an
instrument that has been specially modified by Xerox Corpor
ation. The instrument can be used to measure reflection or
transmission samples. It measures the sample's transmittance
(reflectance) or density. The readout is digital.' The system
includes a PDP/8 mini-computer used to control a precision
stepping stage and to store sampled data. The stage steps
both in the X and Y direction. The PDP/8 has an eight bit
analogue to digital converter giving one of 256 quantized
values for a particular Photo Multiplier Tube (PMT) output.
The output, of the -PMT can-.be calibrated so that., any...value can ...
be taken as zero. In addition, the response can be calibrated
so that the output is compressed or expanded between any given
values. Regardless of the calibration, there will always be
256 quantized levels.
Because precision was wanted in samples where densities
varied over values greater than 2.0 in any one sample, the
density mode was used for all samples. The Zeiss was cali
brated so that with no sample, a zero reading was obtained.
Then, by using internal calibration filters, the response was
adjusted to be linear over a range of 0.00 to 3.76.
Unmatched numerical apertures were used for the efflux
and influx objectives. Efflux was 4x .1 NA, influx 16x .35 NA.
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A pre-stop on the efflux side (#12) was used to reduce flare.
The stage, glassless, used magnetic strips to hold the sample
in place. Samples were placed emulsion up, towards the PMT.
The aperture is infinitely adjustable in both X and Y up
to 730 micrometers. The effective aperture was set to 20 x 730
micrometers using a visual comparater with a measuring micron
stage .
In sampling, the instrument takes
2n
readings of each
point, then averages. In most cases, the value of n was
chosen to be four, resulting in 64 readings for each point.
The total scan is stored on the PDP/8 where is can be viewed
on a CRT prior to storing it on magnetic tape. As an addi
tional check, the first value is read twice, at the beginning
and then at the end of the scan, so as to detect any shifts.
In some cases,
the-
samples to be measured had density
ranges in excess of 2.55. In those cases, the samples had to
be scanned twice. The first scan was for values less than
2.55. The electronics associated with the PMT have a gain
control enabling a linear shift of the zero
value in the den
sity mode. In this way,
a second scan was made of the sample
with the shifted zero to measure densities greater than 2.55.
A Fortran program was written that merged the two data files.
When all the data files had been stored, the PDP/8 was
linked to the Sigma computer system where the data was trans
ferred. All subsequent analysis was done using the Sigma
system. The apparatus and the optical design are shown in
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DETAILS OF FRACTIONAL IMAGE AREA ANALYSIS
This appendix contains the data used in the regression
of the fractional image determination and the results of the
regression.
On the basis of the correlation matrix, the following
models were used to fit the data. Lack of fit was calculated
using nine treatment pairs as a measure of error. The results
of the ANOVA for each model is shown. Details of the calcu
lation are shown for the model used including a list of the




M U L T I P RE C R E S 3 I 0 M * * UflRIABLE LIST 1
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ADJUSTED R SQUARE .93616
STANDARD'
ERROR .84636
SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F
REGRESSION 3 3.9631269 1.8213423_
465.369'
RESIDUAL 193 ,33719965 2. 19545972h-83
UHRIABLES IN THE EQUATION
-VARIABLE E BETH 3
PERD .9019569 .9562687 . 443385SE-92 1359.9488
FRED 7.7812214E-84 .1387838 1 . 1868565E-84 43.4182
DEU 43248578E-82 6. 9717485E-83 1 . 7943292E-82 7. 8384
(CONSTANT) -. 15374
U L T I P L E
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ANOVA Tables For LOF
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The table value for F (100 ,9 ,120 , .05) =2 . 74
On This basis, model X X X X was used as the
functional
1 1 / s
model best describing the data.
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independent, Dependent, and Predicted Values With Sequential Residuals
;eq
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L588 =72516 5. 9841355E-0y
;
Z>
i~! j.'.h 69668 4= 1983869E-68
:780 64968 3. 7931778E-88
L006 = 589SI 3. 6:388156E-6
-388: 1 = 86938 12E-82
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! 5= 53888 18E-82
3268 58868 6. 14-64665E-82
"888 '. 43619 4. 1863782E-82
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3586 = 74b a5 Z' = bC -0 ..jbC iZ. tl
~
b CL
366 . 78918 1 . 3323736E-88
3666 . 78336
"j O "7 G "7 1 \~A 1 -7 i.~:G
5666 = 7271 59 -1 = 55351 1SE-82
3380! = jyLf -2= 4161229E-82














This appendix deals with the Fortran programs used to
process the data.
1) Fractional Image Area Determination
Data consisted of 450 points for the film samples and
500 points for the screen samples. The program processed
one treatment combination at a time. Both screen and film
files are read in with an identity code. The code indicates
the development time, the incident exposure, the position on
the density matrix, and the screen.
The screen data array is read in first. The diffuse
density required to.give...the ..threshold exposure, is .calculated...
The data array is then scanned and the threshold crossover
points are determined. The predicted fractional image area
is calculated and printed out. The film array is then read
in. The array is scanned and the positions where a .95 density
crossover exist are determined. The fractional image area is
calculated and printed out.
2) Calculating Fourier Transforms
The following programs were used to calculate the Fourier
transforms of the incident and effective exposure distribu
tions from the density function acquired from the Zeiss SMP0 5




Each screen scan was first converted to diffuse
density from machine density. This was done through
a look-up table generated by CCONVS . The diffuse
density function was converted to log exposure by
subtracting the log exposure incident on the screen
from the diffuse density of the screen for each
point. This was then converted to exposure by taking
the antilog of each element of the array.
2) Film Scans
When necessary AK#S was used to merge two data
files into one. The program is user interactive
utilizing a graphics terminal. This allows the user
to check each merged file for errors and initiate
corrections. - The data files were then processed
using AK3 . AK3 utilized the regression coefficients
generated by AKPOL to convert the machine density
values to their corresponding exposures via the
characteristic curve.
B) Fourier Transforms
Program FPSAS calculates the Fourier transform for
an exposure distribution input.
1) The data is read in.
2) The data is plotted out.
3) The mean is calculated and subtracted out.
4) The data record is multiplied by a Hanning
77
window function (see Appendix VI for examples of
various windows) .
5) Trailing zeros are added so that the total
window length is 4096 points. This increases the
resolution and allows for interpolation in the
transform domain.
6) Call subroutine FOUR2 .
7) Calculate modulus.
8) Divide transform by sine (Tray) to correct for
the aperture.
9) Normalize the modulus by the number of points
to obtain agreement between continuous and discrete
Fourier transforms.
10) Plot the modulus as a function of spatial
frequency .
Examples of exposure plots and their corresponding Fourier
transforms follow the Fortran listings.
3) Characteristic Curves
The characteristic curve data scans consisted in each
case of two separate scans which were merged utilizing the
AK#S program, the result of which was the input for AKPOL.
AKPOL was a program containing POLYFIT, a Tektronics inter
active graphics regression subroutine.
4) Machine Density to Diffuse Density
CCONVS and CONV were used to generate look-up tables for
both the Caprock and low modulation screens. Both programs
78
used subroutines SPLINE and SPLICO . These subroutines
spline fit the input data (machine and diffuse density)
using a third degree polynomial to estimate values between
the given points .
1R.H. Pennington, Introductory Computer Methods and
Numerical Analysis, 2nd. ed. ,
Macmillan Co., 1970, p. 445
8 86MP
THIS PROGRAM MILL READ IN TWO DATA PILES? AM ORIGINAL
AND A RESULT. IT PERD I GTS THE FRACTIONAL AREA OF THE
ORIGINAL AND IT CALCULATES THE FRACTIONAL AREA OF THE
RESULT. SET 555 FOR ORIGINAL:. SET 666 FOR RESULT? SET 1 TABLES
D I MENS I ON DLH ( 4 ? 6 ) ? DMAT ( 6 ? 5 ) ? I MX ( 28 ) ? CHAR (588 .1 ? DO ( 586 ) , QR9
1 ? ORSH (500-)
2 ? FD ( 1 OO )
3 j END (4)
I NTEOER SF ? B ? DM j PO ? SS ? I EX ? TR
1 ? DF , P6F ? I EXF ? TRF ? N6RSH
2?DNF?NFD?NPTS
REAL DLH ? DMAT ? I NX j I NC j PCL ? FDL ? CHAR ? ORSH > BAND
1?MX?MH
: I NO I DENT L6C EXPOSURES
DATA (I NX (I.i j I -If 7) .--2 =3979? 2. 544 ? 2. 2553? 2. 7993? 2. 1? 2. 4:314"
: DIFFUSE DENSITYUALUES OF 6X5 DENSITY MATRIX
DATA ( DMAT ( 1 ? I ) ? I
-
1 ? 5 ) . 4 ? . 44 ? . 49 ? = 55 ? . 6 1
DATA ( DMAT ( 2 ? I ) ? I - 1 ? 5 ) . 59 > . 62 ? . 78 ? . 75 ? . 8v
DATA ( DMAT ( 3 ? I ) ? I
-
1 ? 5 ) . 77 ? . 3 1 ? . 87 ? . 93 ? 1 .
DATA ( DMAT ( 4 ? I ) ? I
-
1 ? 5 ) 1 = 62 ? 1 . 86 ? 1 . 1 2 ? 1 . 1 S ? 1 .
25--"
DATA ( DMAT ( 5 > I ) ? I - 1 ? 5 ) / 1 = 25 ? 1 . 38 ? 1 . 35 ? 1 . 39 ? 1 .
46.-"
DATA ( DMAT ( 6 ? I ) ? I - 1 ? 5 ) / 1 . 5 ? 1 . 53 ? 1 . 57 ? 1 = 6 1 ? 1 .
66.-"
THRESHdLKD DENSITY AND LOC EXPOSURE PAIRS
DATA (DLH (8? I j ? 1 = 1 ? 6) .-". 95? .56? .95? .51? .95?
DATA ( DLH ( 4 ? I ) ? I - 1 ? 6 ) . 95 ? . 54 ? . 95 ? . 48 ? . 95 ? =
44--'
; READ IN IDENTITY 88DE
OUTPUT- INPUT SCREEN ID (D? UN? POj SS) ' j READ (105? lOOO)
-D?DN?PO? SS
OUTPUT ? F.I LM I D ' 5 READ ( 1 05 ? 1 OO 1 ) DF ? DNF ? POF ? SSF ? I EXF ? TRF
lOOO FORMAT (II? A1?2I1)
1001 FORMAT (II? fl 1,411)
INTEGER I ORSH (512) ? I DO (512)
: READ IN ORIGINAL ARRAY
CALL BUFFER IN (555? 1 ? I ORSH? 256? JUNK)
79
( 1 09 )
2. 1139,
8ALL BUFFER IN ( <=,<=.<=.. i? 1? I ORSH (57) ? 256? JUNK
REAL TABLES (258)
REAIK1? 1580) (TABLES (I) ? 1=12? 248)
CONVERT MACHINE DENSITY TO DIFFUSE DENSITY
DO 31 1=1? 5O0
ITEMP=IORSH(I)
8RSH ( I ) -TflELES ( I TEMP)
31 CONTINUE
MR I TE ( 3 ? 1 SCO ) ( ORSH ( I ) ? I = 1 ? 500 )
15O0 FORMAT (15F5. 2)
NANT TO FIND THE FIRST MAXIMUM AFTER A MINIMUM
OUTPUT ? F I ND MAX j YES= 1 ? N0=2
' \ I NPUT K
IF (K.E0.2) CO TO 16
DO 11 I - 1 ? 1 OO
I F ( ORSH ( I ) -ORSH ( I + 1 ) ) 1 2 ? 9 ? 9
LTEMP=I
CONTINUE
DO 13 I=LTEMP+1? 10O









ORSH ( J) =ORSH (KTEMP+. n
15 CONTINUE




THR= I NX ( I EXF ) -DLH ( TRF ? D+ 1 ) -DMAT (111? PO 1
WRITE (1 IO? 3000) THR
3868 FORMAT (' O' ? 'SCREEN THRESHOLD DENSITY='< FR. 41
BAND =.O05
CALL L I NEPC ( THR ? DOTOR ? ORS ? BAND ? 1 ? ORSH ? NORSH ? MORS )
C ORS AND ORSH HAOE BEEN DEFINED FOR THE ORIGINAL SCREEN
WRITE (110? 5240)
5240 FORMAT ( ' 1 ' ? ' HIGH MODULATION SCREEN' )
MR I TE ( 1 1 0 ? 5030 ) D ? DM ? PO , SS
5O30 FORMAT ( 1 X ? 1 1 ? A 1 ? 2 1 1 )
WRITE (HO? 5250)
5250 FORMAT ( ' 9- - THRESHOLD CROSSINGS' )
DOTOR=l. -DOTOR
C THE RESULT FILE WILL NOW BE READ IN
CALL BUFFER I N ( 666 ? 1 ? I DU ? 256 ? JUNK )




I DU (257)? 256 ? JUNK )




8 FILE HAS BEEN READ IN = NOW WILL PROCESS
I12=ISL(DNF?-24)-19
THR=DLH(TRF?DF)
CALL L I NEPC (THR ? DOTfl ? FD ? BAND ? 1 ? DU ? NPTS ? NFD )
C ALWAYS WAND A UALUE WHICH IS NEGAT I UE CROSSING CORRESPOND INC







C CALCULATE DISTANCE BETWEEN ORS AND FD AND TAKE MEAN AND STD
D I FX=ABS ( ORS (L- 1 ) ) -ABS ( FD ( L ) )
SUM=DIFX+SUM
SUMSQ=SUMSQ+D I FX**
C CALCULATE DIFFERENCE IN LOC EXPOSURE BETWEEN POINTS
MORS=ABS(ORS(L-l) )





C CALCULATE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
MX=SUM.--CNT
SDX=SQRT ( ( (CNT^SUMSQ) -SUM^y ) (CNT (CNT-1 ) ) )
MH=SUMH.--CfiT
Bl
SDH=SQRT ( ( (SNT^SUMHSQ) -SUMH^S) (CNT* (8NT-1 1 1 1
; OUTPUT THE RESULTS
MR ITE (118? 5268 ) BOTOR ? ( ORS ( I ) ? FD ( I + 1 ) ? I = 1 ? MORS )








' HIGH MODULATION FILM' )
10? 5288)
' 1 ' ? 'HIGH MODULATION FILM' ? .-a--, ' 9- - - 38AM' ? 18X
? 16X? ' MEAN DELTA X' ? 2X? ' +-2STD' ? 16X
2? 'MEAN LOG EXPOSURE +-8STD' )
SDH=2*SDH
SDX=2WSDX
WR I TE ( 1 1 6 ? 5296 ) DF ? DNF ? P6F ? SSF ? I EXF ? TRF ? DOTA ? MX* 1 8 ? SDX-* 1 6 ? MH ? SDH
5290 FORMAT ( ' 8' ? 1 1 ? Al ? 41 1 ? SX? F4= 3? 14X? F8. 2? ElO. 4? 4X? E10= 4? 4X? ElO. 41
STOP
END
THIS SUBROUTINE WILL WHEN GIVEN A NOISE BAND WIDTH AND
ATHRESHOLD LEVEL? CO THROUGH A SET 6F PERIODIC DATA AND
FIND THE ZERO CROSSINGS AND PUT THEIR INDEX IN A FILE FD.
THIS FILE WILL HAVE POSIT I UE AND NEGATIVE VALUE ? THE SIGN
INDICATING THE DIRECTION OF THE THRESHOLD CROSSING.
PRCNTL IS THE AVERAGE PERCENT OF THE UPPER PEAKS OVER AS MANY
CYCLES THAT WERE SCANNED.
SUBROUT I NE L I NEPC ( THR ? PCTL I N ? FD ? BAND ? PRCNTL ? DV ? NPTS ? NFD )
REAL THR ? LTHR ? HTHR ? BAND ? PCTL I hi ? FD ? DATA ? PO I NT 1 ? PO INT2 ? M I NC
I NTECER NUMZ ? START ? STOP ? DENOM ? PRCNTL
D IMENS I ON Z8R6SS (188)? DV ( 1 ) ? FD ( 1 88 )
LTHR=THR-BAND.--2=8
HTHR=THR+ BAND-"2.6
A LOW AND HIGH THRESHOLD ARE OBTAINED
fl + OR fl
- WILL OCCUR 1--2 WAY BETWEEN WHERE DATA EXCEEDS







IF (SICN.CT.0) CO TO 50
C HERE IF SCANINC IS BELOW THRESHOLD
IF (DATA. GT. LTHR) CO TO 5
POI NT 1=0
CO TO ISO
5 IF (POINTl.NE.O) GOTO 10
POINT1-J
10 IF (DATA. LT. HTHR) GO TO 150
,-; pEflCH HERE FOR DETECTION OF + CROSSOVER. DATA FIRST WENT
C OVER LTHR AND THEN WENT OVER HTHR.
SIGN =1
cn TO 70
f: HERE IF SCANINC HAS BEEN BELOW THRESHOLD




55 IF (POINT1.NE. OlCOTO 60
POINT1 =J
60 IF (DATA . CT.LTHR) CO TO 150




ZCROSS ( NUMZ ) =S I CN* ( PO I NT 1 +PO I NTS ) "2 . O
POI NT 1=0
150 CONTINUE
C ZORO CROSSINGS HAUE BEEN COLLECTED NOW GET PERCENT LINE




8 HERE FOR DATA IN ZERO CROSSING ARRY. ALWAYS WITH POSITIVE
C VALUE FIRST AND CROSSINGS SHOULD BE IN PAIRS.
200 IF (NUMZ. CT. 1) GO TO 210
C ONLY ONE POINT? CHECK IT
LINCNT=NPTS-ZCROSS ( 1 ) +1
IF (LINCNT.LT.NPTS) GO TO 500
PCTL. I N= 1.0
NFD=1
RETURN
CROSSINGS ARE IN PAIRS
START LINCNT AT FIRST POSITIVE ZERO CROSSING AND END
AT A POSITIVE CROSSING.
210 LINCNT =0
START =1
IF (ZCROSS ( 1 ) . LE. 1 ) START=3
STOP =NUMZ
I F C ZCROSS ( NUMZ ) . LT . O ) STOP
-NUMZ- 1
DENOM=ZCROSS ( STOP) -ZCROSS ( START )
ST0P=ST0P-2
DO 4O0 J=START?STOP?
40O LINCNT =LINCNT-ZCROSS ( J+l ) -ZCROSS (J)
MINC=1.













THIS PROGRAM WILL CONVERT MACHINE DENSITY TO DIFFUSE
DENSITY AS READ BY THE OUNTA SCAN . IT WILL OUT THE
LOOK UP TABLE ON BCD DEVICE 200 WHI8H HRS TO BE SET
AND NAMED. THE DATA IN THE PROGRAM NOW IS FOR
C BLUE SENSITIVE MASKING FILM
REAL C ( 4 ? 2 1 ) ? MD ( 21)? DD (21)? RCON (500)
DATA MD--". 104? = 104? .116? = 136? . 146? . 16? . 21 ? . 36? . 42? . 55? . 78? . 98? 1 = 68




.lj.lj.l?.i?.l?.14?.17j.23 ? . 32 ? . 43 ? 5S ? . 68 ? . 82 ? . 97 ?
11=14? 1.23? 1.43? 1.56 j
1.79.--
M= 1 9
CALL SPL I CU ( MD ? DD ? M ? C )
DO 16 R== 11?2 15? .61




WR I TE C 260 ? 1 OOO ) ( RCON ( K ) ?
K= 1 2 ? c 1 5 )




THIS PR6GRRM WILL CGNVERT MACHINE DENSITY TO DIFFUSE
DENSITY AS READ BY THE OUNTA SCAN . IT WILL OUT THE
LOOK UP TABLE ON BCD DEVICE 200 WHICH HAS TO BE SET
AND NAMED. THE DATA IN THE PROGRAM NOW IS FOR
THE COPROCK SCREENS
REAL C ( 4 ? 2 1 ) ? MD ( 2 1 ) ? DD C 2 1 ) ? RCON ( 500 )
DATA MD.--. 111? . 111? . 111? . 145? = 198? .267? .354? .447? .587?
+ .73? .881? 1.85? 1.825? 1.4? 1.572? 1.76? 1.925? 2. 119? 2. 243? 8. 393? 2. 58
DATA
DD--
. 66 ? . 66 ? . 86 ? . 88 ? . 187? . 16? . 23 ? . 3 ? . 4 ? . 5 ? . 62 ? . 74 ? .37? 1.61?
+ 1 . 1 5 ? 1 . 3 ? 1 . 43 ? 1 . 56 ? 1 . .9 ? 1 . 82 ? 1 .
97--'
M=21
CALL SF'L 1 86 ( MD ? DD ? M ? 6 )
DO 18 R=. 11?2.5? .81




WR I TE (2O0 ? 1 OOO ) ( RCON ( K ) ? K= 1 2 ? 250 )




SUBR0U7 1 NE SPL I CO ( X ? Y ? M ? C 1





D6 8 K=l MM
d(K)=x(k+i;i-::-:i;k:i
P(K)=D(K).--6.
E (K) = CY (K+l l-Y(K) 1 .-'D(K)
D6 3 K=2?MM
B (K) =E (K) -E (K-l )
A(l?2)=-1.-D(l).--D(2)
A(l ? 3) =D ( 1 ) -Ti (y)
A ( 2 ? 3 ) =P ( 2 ) - P ( 1 ) Bfl ( 1 , 3 )
A ( 2 s 2 ) =2 . * ( P ( 1 ) +p ( y ) ) -p ( 1 ) Kfl ( 1 )
A(2?3)=A (2? 3) --'A (2? 2)
B(2)=B(2) .--fl (2? 2)
D6 4 K=3?MM
fl ( K ? 8 1 =2 . * ( P C K- 1 ) +P ( K ) ) -P ( K- 1 ) Bfl (K- 1 ? 3 )




fl(M? 1)=1 . +Q+fl(M-2?3)
A ( M ? 2 ) =-0-A ( M ? 1 ) Bp (M- 1 ? 3 )
B ( M ) -E ( M-2 1 -A ( M ? 1 1B ( M- 1 )
Z(M)=B(M) .--fl (M? 2)
MN=M-2
D6 6 1=1 ?MN
K=M- 1
Z ( K ) =B ( K ) - A ( K ? 3 ) #7 ( K+ 1 )
Z ( 1 ) =-A ( 1 ? 2 ) B'Z ( 2 ) -A ( 1 ? 3 ) *Z C 3 )
DO 7 K-l MM
0=1 . (6. BI) (K) )
8(1? K) =Z (K) ;*Q
6(2? K) =Z (K+l ) SQ
6 ( 3 ? K ) =Y ( K ) .-"D ( K 1 -Z ( K ) Bp ( K )




SUBROUT I NE SPL I NE ( X ? Y ? M ? 8 ? X I NT ? Y INT)












( X ( K+ 1 ) -X I NT ) b ( r r 1 , K ) b i; v ( K+ 1 ) -X I NT ) blsp+O ( 3 ? K 1 )
Y I NT=Y I NT+ C X I NT-X ( K ) ) b ( cry, k ) r y IMT-X C K ) 1 Bwy+8 (
4-





THIS PROGRAM MILL MERGE TMO DATA FILES.
USER SUPPLIES UPPER AND L6MFP CUTOFF UAL I !FR AND
PROGRAM IS RUN USING fl GRAPHIC: TERMINAL
SET 1 IN; SET 8 IN? SET 4 OUT.
REAL X (512)? YA (512)? Y (5121? YB (5121" YB 1 TF.jP!
INTEGER I A (5 12)? IB (512)
CALL BUFFER I N ( 1 ? 1 ? I A ? 256 ? JUNK )
CALL BUFFER I N ( 1 ? 1 ? I A ( 2^7 1 < 56 - . ii INK 1
CALL BUFFER I N ( ? 1 ? I B ? 256 < J! INK 1






DO 2 ...1=1 ? N
YB1 (J) =0
3 XCJ1=J-1
0UTPUT ' MAX I MIJ M 6UT LEVEL ' 5 I NPUT VMX
OUTPUT'
MINIMUM OUT LEVEL' 5 INPUT YMH
OUTPUT'
DENSITY SHIFT' "< INPI IT TlS
INTEGER IIC50)
NI2=1
6ALL M l-l MX 1 ( YB N ? YEX ? I-I ? YB 1
85
SHIFT.
6ALL PL6T6S(X? YA?N? 'LX )
CALL ANNATE
17 CALL M tlMX 1 C XM I N XMAX ? N ? X )
CALL PLOTCS ( X ? YB ? N ? ' L ' )
288 NI2=NI2-1
OUTPUT ' XM I N ? XMAX ' j I NPUT XM1 N ? XMAX
I F C XM I N+XMAX . CT . W) GOTO 99
CALL PLOTCT C X ? YB ? N ? ' L ' ? XM I N ? XMAX ? YEN ? YBX )
OUTPUT 'XSTART'
23 1 N I=N I+ 1 ; I NPUT 1 1 ( N I )
IFCII (NI) =LT.0)COTO 00
CO TO 01
99 DO 18 I=1?NI
DO 10 J=II (I) ?-N?-l
IF (J. LE. Ol GOTO 12












IF (YE (J) .LT. YMH) GOTO 14
CONTINUE
J-N+l
DO 15 1= JSjJ-1
YE1 (I)=YB(I)
JOHTIHUE
CALL PLOTCS ( X ? YB 1 ? N ? ' L ' )
OUTPUT
' DO AGA I N ( Y OR N ) ' j READ ( 1 05 ? 1 0 1 1 I ANS
I F ( I ANS . EO . 1 HY ) GOTO 1 7
86
PROGRAM TO CONVERT TRUE A TABLE DIFFUSE TO
MACHINE DENSITY. NOW SET UP FOR BLUE SENSITIVE
MASKING FILM. SET 1 IN j SET 2 OUT
REAL TB ( 2 1 5 ) ? EX ( 500 ) < DD f 566 1
INTEGER IEUF(512)
CALL BUFFER 1 N ( 1 ? 1 ? I EUF ? 256 ? -JU IHK )













1 = 1 ? = 1 ? . 1 1 ? . 1 4- ? . 1 5 ? . 1 5 ? . 1 6 ? = 1 6 ? . 1 7 ? = 1 8 ? . 1 8 ? . 1 9 ? . ? = 2 ?
+b? = y4? . 24 ?
y = do ? = yy ? . y z ? . y7 ? . yy ? . y9 ? . y ? . y ? . y 1 ? . yy ? . yy ? . y4- ? . y.5 ? = y
+. 39? .4? . 4?
1G





43? .44? .45? . 45? =46; .48? .49? .49? . 5? .51? f. ic ? . -jo?
cr cr ir tr
--
J
_' ? . -Jb ? . -.'b ?
4.57? . 58 ? . 58 ? .. 59 ? . 6 ? = 6 ? = 61? =61? . 62 ? . 63 ? . 6b ? . 64 ? . 65 ? . 65 ?
+ ? = 68? = 69? . 78?
5= i? ? . 71 ? . 7b? . 7y? . 7b? . 74? . i-75? . 76? * r''7? . 77* = 7y? . i-'y? = U? . 8? .
+ ':.: 4- ? . yo ? . yb ?
h;-'
. . -):-. '34 :' ? y fc. ? . y
r'
?13 = yfc. ? y
r'
? = y t: ? . yy ? = y ? . y l
+1.01 ? 1. OS? 1.02?
7 1 . 03 ? 1 . 04 ? 1 . 05 ? 1 = 05 ? 1 = 06 ? 1 . 07 ? 1 = OS ? 1 . 89 ? 1 . 89 ? 1 = 1 ? 1 = 1 1
+13? 1. 14? 1. 15? 1. 16? 1. 16? 1.
. "7 1. 1
b 1 . 19? 1 = 2? 1 = 21? 1.21? 1 = 22? 1 = 23 ? 1 . d 4- ? 1 . db ? 1 . dt-- ? 1 . db ? 1 . c7 ?
+3? 1 = 31 ? 1 . 32? 1 . 33? 1 . 34? 1 . 35? 1 = 35?
91 = 36? 1 . 37? 1 . 33? 1 .39? 1 . 4? 1 . 41 ? 1 . 42? 1 . 43? 1 . 44? 1 . 45? 1 . 45?
+43? 1 . 48? 1 = 49? 1 . 5? 1 . 51 ? 1 . 52 ? 1 = 53?
6 1 . 53 ? 1 . 54 ? 1 . 55 ? 1 . 56 ? 1 . 57 ? 1 . 58 ? 1 = 59 ? 1 . 59 ? 1 . 6 ? 1 . 6 1 ? 1 . 62 ?
+65 ? 1 . 66 ? 1 . 67? .1 ..63? 1 76?.i...71 ? .1 , 72 ?
,-. . -, a -? cr .
DO 10 1=1 ? 50O
KTEMP=IBUF(I1




I HI TAL LOG H
XlOO'
? INPUT RH
OUTPUT' MODULATOR DENSITY XlOO'? INPUT RT
DO 15 1 = 1? 5O0
TH-RH-RT-DD ( I )
EX(I)=10BWTH
15 CONTINUE
WR J. TE ( ? 1 GO ) 1 OO = ? = 02
WRITE (2? 101)500
WRITE(2? 102) (EX(I)B1000+.5? I=1?5O0)
100 FORMAT (2E. 4)
101 FORMAT (I)
102 FORMAT (32 1 4)
STOP
20




. bb 5 . b
i'
? .
y 1 ? . yy? . y
? .99? . 99?
1= 12? 1. 12
















.-"..' i ._'-a. ? ; i
I F ( YA ( J 1 . 6T . YMX ) Yfl ( J 1 =8
I F ( I F I :-: ( YE 1 ( J ) b 1 68 . 1 . NE . 8 ) Y B 1 ( J )
~
YB 1 C
Y (J) =YA (J) +YB1 (J)
I F ( I F I X (
't'
( -.1 ) b 1 66 . ) . EO . 6 ) Y ( J ) =YMX
I F (
'!''













WRITE (4? lOOO) 10O. ? -02
WRITE (4? 1O021 N
WR I TE ( 4 ? 10O13 ( Y ( J 1 b 1 100 . + . 5 ?
J= 1 ? N )
FORMAT (2E. 41




C rRuGRHN TO PERU IN LATA FROM FILM AFTER THE FILES HUE
C BEEN MERGED WILL OUT PUT AN ARRAY OF EXPOSURE
C SET 1 FOR I NPUT -SET... 2. FUR OUTPUT
REAL BN ( 500 ) ? BO ( 6 1 ? B 1 ( 6 1 ? Tf'. (61 ? TL ( 6 ) ? HX ( 500 )
READ C 1 ? 1 OO 3 A ? B
READ ( 1 ? j 0 1 1 N
REArVl? 1021 (DN!:i3 ? 1=1 ?N)
DFlTfl B0 4- . 483 ? 4 . 4 6 ? 4
DATA Bl.--'-= 65918? -.85
DATA B"-. 0O2 5 ? - = OO2 1 88 ?
+92
7' 9--''




' ? IMPUT K
4- 1 8 ? 3 . 88 ? 3 . 93 ? 3 =
985--'
62 ? - = 069 17?-= 04 1 1 : ? - = 06:392 : 077 la
60 1 8 r'5 1 - = 004b..-::4 ? - = 66 1 34:-; -
HL- ( -B 1 ( K ) -SORT ( B 1 ( K ) BW-4ffiB: ( K 1 b ( 1:0 ( K 1 -III'-! ( 1)11 1
+.-'
(2BE2 (K) 1
H=TL ( K ) - ( HLB . 8 i 4268 1
HX(I1=10BWH
10 CONTINUE
WRITE (? 1661 A? h
NR ITE (c'j 161 IN
WR I TE ( ? 1 64 ) i HX ( 1 1 b j. 908+ = 5 ? 1 = 1? N )
188 FORMAT (E. 4)
101 FORMAT(I)







I LENAME : FPSPS JJ
J-4-"'
1 S.--77






PUN FPSRE ? JPL6TB ? FOURS . F 5 L . TEK ? L . CRF OUER FPSAL







READ ( 1 ? 189? END=333) PTSPMM? SLTWTH? CYCPMM? JJJ? HEWH? HSHIFT
READd? 1 68 1MPTS? LABEL
IF CHPTS. CT. HARRIH3 ST6P
READ ( 1 ? 1 6 1 1 ( DATA ( 1 1 ? I = 1 ? HPTS 1
IF(NEWH.LEG)G6T6 282
DU 7 J=1?HEWN
I F ( NSH I FT+J . GT . NPTS ) STOP ' ERR . JJJ-NSH I FT '
DATA (J 1 -DflTfl (HSHIFT+J)
NPTS=NEWN
DATA ( IFREO+4) -CYCPMM 5 DATA ( IFREO+5) =PTSPMM
DATA(IFREQ+6)=HPTS
IFACTR=FLOAT ( I FREQ) --'FLOAT (HPTS) += 5
C PLOT EXPOSURE PROFILE
DO 1 1=1? NPTS
i f(I)-floatj:.x-i)..-'F'Tspmm - - -- - -
C CALL CALPTL ( NPTS ? F ? DATA ?









TWOP I =2 . B: .141 5926535
C ADDS TRAILIHC ZEROS FROM HPTS TO IRTRflH FOR IHTERPERLOATIOH
C BY 'SIHC
FN'
DO 20 J=l? IRTRflH
0 RTRflHS ( 1 ? J ) =RTRflHS ( 2 ? J ) =0 .
C TAPERED COS I HE WINDOW






1 OOO CALL FOURS (RTRANS ? I RTRAN ? 1 ?
- 1 ? 1 )
DO 30 1=1 j I FREQ
F ( 1 1 =FLOAT ( I
- 1 1
BpTSPMM.-"
( 2 = BELOAT ( I FREQ 1 1
TiATA
i'
1 1 -SORT ( RTRANS ( 1 ? 1 1 *+RTRflNS (2? 1 1 B'*)
f: OmRRECT FOR MICRODENSITOMETER APERTURE
TF (SLTWTH. LE. O. ) GOTO 30





DATA ( 1 1 =BflTfl ( 1 1 .--SL6F
SO CONTINUE
C NORMALIZE MODULUS BY NPTS TO OBTAIN AGREEMENT
C BETWEEN DIS6RETE 8 CONT I NOUS FOURIER TRANSFORMS
DATA(IFREQ+S)=AVE
DO 48 J=l ? I FREQ
48 DATA ( .. I )
-
DATA ( J 3 --FLUAT ( NPTS 1
C OUTPUT TTY PLOT
6RLL NEWPAG
WRITE (188? 165) LABEL
WR I TE ( 1 OS ? 1 86 1 AVE? AUE ? CYCPMM
CALL UPLQT(IFREQ?DATA?F?-11
C OUTPUT TEK-OAL PLOT
CALL 6ALPTL ( I FREQ? F? DATA? ' SPATIAL FREQUENCY (CYCLES--MM) ' ?
1 28?
' MODULUS'
? 7? LABEL? 64)
WR I TE ( 3 ? 1 69 ) PTSPMM ? SLTWTH ? CYCPMM ? JJJ > HEWH ? NSH I FT .
NPTSC=IFREQ.--IFA6TR
WR I TE ( 3 ? 1 88 1 I-IPTS6 ? LABEL
WR I TE ( 3 ? 1 63 ) ( DATA ( 1 +JB I FACTR ) ? J=8 ?
HPTS6- 1 )
188 FORMAT ( I ? 16A4)
131 FORMAT (32F4.S)
183 FORMAT (7E. 4)
185 FORMAT (16A4.--1
1 06 FORMAT ( 1 OX ?
' M ( 8 1 = ' ? F =
S-"
















SUBROUTINE CRLPTL(N? X? Y? XLAB? NX? YLAB? HY? TITLE? NT1
B I MENS I ON X(ll ?YC11
I NTEGER T I TLE (11? XLAB ( 1 ) ? YLAB ( 1 )
CALL PLOT (0=5? 0.45? -3)
CALL SCALE (X? IO. ?N?+1)
CALL SCALE (Y? 7. ?N?+1)
CALL NEWPAG
CALL LETTER (5? 10. ?760. ?
'FPSAL' 1
CALL TKDATE( lOO? 7601





1 ? XST-7 ; XSP= 1 ? NX 1 =7 ; NX=3
I F ( Y (N+4 1 . LE . 8 . 5 1 GOTO 1
X (H+ ) = 1.6? XST=6 . 875 ?
XSP=
. 65 ? HX 1
-
1 1 j UX=5
2 1 6RLL CR I D ( O . ? O . ? XSP ? 1 . ? NX 1 ? 7 )
6ALL CR I D C XST ? 8 = ? XSP ? 1 . ? NX2 ? 4 1
6ALL LABL(H?X?
Yl"
228 6ALL AX I S ( 8 = 88 ? 8 . 88 ? XLAE ? -HX ? 1 6 . 6 ? 8 . 6 ? X
( H+ 1 J ? X ( \',+d J J
6ALL AX I S ( 8 . 80 ? O = 00 ? YLAB ? +HY ? 7 . ?
90-
. O ? Y ( N+ 1 1 ? Y ( N+y J J
CALL SYMBOL ( 8 = 1 0 ? 7 = SO ? 0 . 1 5 ? T I TLE ? 8 . O ? HT 1
Afil L REST (
-








SUERGUT I HE L I HTKU ( X ? Y ? H 1
1 ) ? Y ( 1 )
45? 981? 4-1 j 651 J







1 CALL DRAWA ( X ( J ) ? Y ( J ) )
CALL SW I MDO ( 8 ? 1 623 ? 6 , 7:0 )
8ALL UWIHD6 (8. ? 1828. ? 6. ? 738. )
RETURNS END
C FILENAME; WDHANHS UJJ-1-"'! 1,-77
SUEROUT I NE WDHANN ( X ? N ? RUE )
C HAHNINC WINDOW 1-D X-ARRAY
C N-PERIOD OF WINDOW 8 NUMBER OF POINTS
C RUE=AUERRCE X-ARRAY UALUE BEFORE WIHDOWIHC
DIMENSION X(l)
REALBy SUM
C COMPUTE MEAN(AUE) OF X-ARRRY 8 WINDOW SCALE FACTOR (US
SUM=WSUM=0




. 5B66S ( 6 . 83 185 C




C SUBTRACT MEAH(DC) 8 WIHDOH
C HANNING . !-J I HDOW. -DOUBLED. .TO MA I HTA IN PROPER SCAL.E..FACTC
SUM=0
DO J= 1 ? N
X C J ) = ( X ( J )
- AUE 1 b ( .
5-
= 5B66S ( 6 . 83 1 85B (
J- 1 1 ,-N 1 3 -'USF
SUM=SUM+DBLE(X(U11










XS=730? YS=650? DX=14? DY=5
YMAX=YNAXP=0
DO 1 U= 1 ? N
IF(YMAX=CT= Y(J1 1 GOTO 1
I F ( X ( J 1 = CE . 1 0 . bv ( N+ 1 1 GOTO 00
YMAX=Y(J3 ?XMAX=X(J3
1 CONTINUE
00 IXS= ( Y ( N+4 1
-
= 5 3 BPLOAT (BN 3 .--'Y ( N+5 3 + 1
I XE= ( Y ( N+4 3 + = 5 3 BPLOAT (BN 3 '7 (N+5 3
DO U=IXS? IXE






CALL LETTER (5? XS? YS? ' M (63 = ' 3
CALL NNBR ( XS+5 . BDX ? YS ? Y (H+3 3 ? 3 3
I F ( XMAX . EQ . XMAXP 3 GOTO 0
CALL LETTER C 3 ? XS ? YS-DY ? ' M ( PEAK 3 = ' 3
CALL HMBR (XS+8 . BDX ? YS-DY ? YMAX ? S 3
CALL LETTER ( 8 ? XS ? YS- . *'DY ? ' F ( PEAK 3 = ' 3
6ALL HMBR ( XS+8 . bd.Y ? YS- . Buy , y^y , 3 3
6 I F ( Y (N+4 3 = LE = 6 = 6 1 3 GOTO 20 1
CALL LETTER ( 7 ? XS ? YS-4 . *="DY ? ' TRCT . F= ' 1
CALL HMBR C XS+7 . *DX ? YS-4 = Buy , y ,; r-4+4 1 ? 3 1
CALL LETTER ( 3 ? XS ? YS-5 . Buy ? ' M ( T = F = 1 = ' 1
CALL HMBR (XS+S . BEX ? YS-5 . BUY ? YMAXP ? S 1
CALL LETTER. C 8 ? XS ? YS-6 . BDY ? ' F ( T . F . 1 = ' 3
8ALL HMBR (XS+S . KDX ? YS-6 Buy , XMfiXP ? 3 3
8 1 6ALL LETTER ( 9 ? XS ? YS-8 . B];iy , > d I ST ( MM 3 = ' 3
8ALL HMBR ( XS+9 = DX , YS-8 . BDY ? Y ( N+6 3 .--'Y ( H+!
8AL.L LETTER (18? XS? YS-9 . B]iy , ? DEL X ( MM 3 = '






a a-LKUUTIi- FOURS C
DAT'
A ? I-I ? ND I I'i ? IS I GN ? J FORM 3
|-,!IJ
"".'Mi
OOOLEY-TUKEY FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM IN USASI BASIS FORTRAN =
ULT I -DIMENSIONAL TRANSFORM? EA6H DIMENSION A pn|,.IF'P 6F TUfu
PLEX OR PEAL DATA.
TRANSFORM (Kl ? K ?,=..=.=.. 3 . .. SUM C.rifllR.CJl ?. J2? ... fi BE.XP I.S.lJSMB:pIWSQRT .C-l 3
b ( ( J 1 - j. ) s 1; :-; i - j 3 ,.-h 1; 1 3 + 1; 1 3 *: (K- 1 ) ,-'N ( 2 3 + = . = 3 3 3 ? SUMMED FOR AI...I...
Jl AND Kl FROM 1 TO N ( 1 ) ? J AND KS FROM 1 TO NC31?
ETC. FOR ALL NDIM SUBSCRIPTS. NDIM MUST BE POS I TIME AND
EACH H( ID IMl MUST BE A POWER OF TWO. I SIGH IS +1 OR -1.
I r~-p i.j ;
j--.
N ( 1 ) y\ ( S 1 b . . . s=n ( NIL! I M 3 . THEN A - 1 TRANSFORM
FOLLOWED BY A +1 ONE (OR VISE VERSA) RETURNS NTOT
TIMES THE ORIGINAL DATA. I FORM = 1? 8 OR -U AS DATA IS
60MPLEX? REAL OR THE FIRST HALF OF A COMPLEX ARRAY = TRANSFORM
VALUES ARE RETURNED TO ARRAY DATA. THEY ARE COMPLEX? REAL OR
THE FIRST HALF OF A COMPLEX ARRAY? AS I FORM = 1? -1 OR 8=
THE TRANSFORM OF A REAL ARRAY (J FORM = Ol DIMENSIONED Nd) BY N(23
BY ... WILL BE RETURNED IN THE SAME ARRAY? NON CONSIDERED TO
BE COMPLEX OF DIMENSIONS Nil).--2+ 1 BY H(2) BY ., = . . NOTE THAT IF
I FORM 0 OR -1 ? 1 >. 13 MUST BE EVEN? AND ENOUGH ROOM MUST BE
. y
RESERVED. THE MISSING VALUES MAY BE OBTAINED BY COMPLEX CONJUGA
TION. THE REUERSE TRANSFORMATION? OF A HALF COMPLEX ARRAY DIMEN
SIONED N(l ).-'2+l BY H(2) BY =. = ? IS ACCOMPLISHED BY SETTING I FORM
TO -1. IN THE N ARRAY? N(13 MUST BE THE TRUE NC11? MOT N C 1 ).-'+ 1 .
THE TRANSFORM WILL EE REAL AND RETURNED TO THE INPUT ARRAY .
RUNNING TIME IS PROPORTIONAL TO HT0TBL0G2 CHTOT3 ? RATHER THAN
THF NAIVE NTOTB*:= FURTHERMORE? LESS ERROR IS BUILT UP.
WRITTEN BY NORMAN BRENNER OF NIT LINCOLN LABORATORY? JANUARY 1969
SEE IEEE AUDIO TRANSACTIONS fJUNE 13673? SPECIAL ISSUE OH FFT.
Ii IMENS I ON DATA ill? N ( 1 3
HTOT=l











(H ( I DIM 3 BNRFM3
NCURR=N(IDIM)
I F ( I D IM- 1 + 1 FORM 3 36 ? 38 ? 46
39 NCURR=NCi.JRR.--S
46 CALL B I TR',) C
DAT"
A ? HPREU ? HCURR ? NREM 1
CALL 860LE ( DATA ? NPREU ? HCURR ? NREM ? I S
I F ( I D I M - 1 + 1 F0R 1 1 3 58 ? 56 ? 6@
50 CALL F I XRL ( DATA ? I-I ( 1 3 ? NREM ? I S I GN ? I FC
NT8T= (NTOT--N ( 1 3 3 b (M r 1 ) ,--y+l 3
68 CONT I HUE
RETURN







DIM- 13 38? 86? 96
88 NCURR=NCURR--
CALL FI XRL ( DATA ? N ( Ll 1 ? NREM ? I S I GN ? I FC
NTOT=NTOT (N C 1 3 .--+1 3 bn ( \ )
66
riPREV-4-n'OT.--
( N C I D I M 3 BHREM 3
AAL L B T T'F'U ( DATA ? HPREU ? HCURR ? HREM 3












8UBR0UT I MEI COOLS ( DATA ? HPREU ? M ? NREM ? I S I GN 3
DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF LENGTH H. IH-PLRCE COOLEY-TUKEY
ALGORITHM? B IT-REVERSED TO NORMAL ORDER? SAMDE-TUKFY PHASE SHIFTS.
"Z IMENS I ON IiATA ( HPREU , r-l ? NREM 3 |
COMPLEX DATA
DATA ( J 1 ? K4 ? -.15 3 = SUM ( DATA i J 1 ? U4 ? J5 3 BEXP \ I S IGNBwp I =*: I & ( 1 3 :
CK4-1 3.--N3 3 ? SUMMED OUER J4 = 1 TO N EAR ALL Jl FROM 1 TO NPREV?
K4 FROM 1 TO N AHD ...15 FROM 1 TO NREM. N MUST BE A RAWER OF TWO.
METHODLET IPREV TAKE THE VALUES 1? 3 OR 4? 4 Ap 8? . .., N.--J6?
r-l.--'4? N= THE CHOICE BETWEEN S OR 4, ETC. j DEPENDS ON .WHETHER N J A
A POWE:R OF FOUR. DEFINE I FAST = S OP 4? THE NEXT FACTOR THAT
IPREU MUST TAKE? AND I REM = rV C I FRCP* IPREV ) . THEN
D I MENS I ON DATA ( NPREV ? I PREV ? I FACT ? I REM ? NREM 3
COMPLEX DATA
DATA ( J 1 ? JS ? K3 ? J4 ? J5 3 = SUM ( DATA C J 1 ? JS ? J3 ? J4 ? J5 3 EXP ( I S IAf-'>BBp I ffi I '*
( I-C3- 1 3 b 1: 1; J3~ 1. ) 1 FACT+ C 1 3 ( I FACTB I PREV 3 ) 3 ) ? SUMMED OUER ,J3 1
T6 I FAST FOR ALL Jl FROM 1 TO NPREV? ,..! FROM 1 TO IPREV? AA FRAN
1 TO I FAST? J4 FROM 1 TO I REM AND J5 FROM 1 TO NREM,, THIS IS
A PHASE-SHIFTED DIS6RETE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF LENGTH I FACT =
FACTOR I HG H BY FOURS SAVES ABOUT TWENTY FIVE PERCENT OUER FACTOR
ING BY TWOS. DATA MUST BE BIT-REVERSED INITIALLY.
IT IS NUT NECESSARY TO REWRITE THIS SUBROUTINE INTO COMPLEX
NOTATION SO LONG AS THE FORTRAN COMPILER USED STORES REAL AND
IMAGINARY PARTS IN ADJACENT STORAGE LOCATIONS. IT MUST ALSO
STORE ARRAYS WITH THE FIRST SUBSCRIPT INCREASING FASTEST.
DIMENSION DATA (13













I F (NPRRT-S 3 68 ? 30 ? SO
NPART=NPART.--4
GO TO 10
DO A FOURIER TRAHSFORM OF LENGTH TWO
IF (I F'E- 1 P4 3 40 ? 1 68 ? 1 68
IP3=IPB
IP3=IPBIER6T
DO 58 11=1? IPI? I PO
1 1 = 1 + ( J 1
- 1 3 b I F'O
DO 50 15=1 Is IP5? IPS
1 5 = 1 + ( J 1-13*1 P8+ (
J4- 1 3 b I p:3+ (




j; .j 1-13*1 pA+ ( 1 3 b t p j + ( j
TEMPR=DATA(I3B3
TEMPI=I3ATA!:i3B+13
DATA C I3B3 --DATA C ISA 3 -TEMPR
DATA ( 1 3B+ 1 3 --DATA ( 1 3A+ 1 3 -TEMP I
'HATA ( ISA 3 =DATA ( ISA 3 +TEMPR
TiRTA ( I3A+1 3 =DATA ( I3A+1 3 +TEMRI








DO A FOURIER TRANSFORM
OF"
LENGTH FOUR (FROM BIT REVERSED ORDER!
I F ( IP- 1 P4 'i 76 , 1 66 ? 1 66
IP3=IPB4
IP3=IP*IFflCT
COMPUTE TWOPI THRU WR AND Wl IN DOUDLE PRECISION? IF AVAILABLE.
THETA=TWGPI .--'FLOAT ( I P3,-IP1 3
SINTH=Sir-l(THETA.--= 3




DO ISO 1 3=1 ? IPS? IPI
IS = l+(JS-l)B];pi
IF"






DO 140 11=13? UMAX? IPO
1 1 = Li. + ( J 1-13 b I PO+ (
J- 1 3 b I p 1
DO 140 15=11? IPS ? IPS
15= 1 + ( ...i 1 - 1 3 b I pO+ (
J- 1 3 b t p 1 + (








1 1 ,;.j iZi 3 ; j pg+ ( i 3 ffi J p j + ( 1 3 ffi 3;p+ ( J4- 1 3 b I P8+ ( 35- 1 3 b I F'4
IF (IS-13 116? 118? 180 -
APPLY THE PHASE SHIFT FA6T8RS
TEMPR=DATA(I3B3
DATA ( I3B3 =WRBDATA ( I3B3 -WSIBDRT'A ( I8B+1 3
DATA ( I3B+1 3 =WERBDATA ( I3B+1 3 +WSIBTEMPR
TEMPR=DATA(I383
DhTA 1; 1363 =WRBDATA ( 1363 -W3a':-DATA ( I3C+1 3
DATA ( I3C+1 3 =WRBDRTA ( I3C+1 3 +WIBTEMPR
TEMPR=DATA(I3D3
DRTfl ( 1 3D 3 =W3RBDATA ( 1 3D 3 -WS I BDRTA ( 1 313+ 1 3
j.JH i i-i :m+1.i 3RBDRTA ( 1 313+1 3 +W3I.BTEMPR
SC:i
T8R=DATA C ISA 3 +13ATA ( I3B3
T6I=DATA ( I3A+1 ) +DATA ( I3B+1 )
T 1 R=DATA ( I 3A 1 -DATA ( I SB 1
T 1 1 =I)ATA ( 1 3A+ 1 ) -DATA ( 1 3B+ 1 1
TSR=DATA ( ISA) +DATA (131.33
TSI=DATA ( I3C+1 3 +DATA ( I3D+1 )
T3R=IiATA ( I3C3 -DATA ( 1 3D 3
T3I=DATA C I3C+1 3 -DATA ( I3D+1 3
'DATA ( ISA 3 =T8R+TSR
DATA ( 1 3A+ 1 3 =T8 1+T I
DATA ( 1363 =T8R-TSR
DATA ( I 36+ 1 3 =T6 I -TS I





1 46 DATA ( 1 3D+ 1 3 =T 1 1 -T3R
TEMPR=WR
;,!R=|,jATPFLBTEMPP-WSTP Im I +TEMPR
1 58 W I =W8TPR*T.! I +WSTP I BTEMPR+W I
I PS= I P3
GO TO 66
1 .8 RETURN





SUBROUT I ME I; I TRV ( DATA ? NPREU ? N ? NREM 3
SHUFFLE THE DATA BY BIT REGERSAL,
D IMENS I ON DATA ( NPREU ? N ? NREM 3
66MPLEX DATA
EX6HANGE DATA (Jl ? J4REV? J53 WITH DATA C Ji ? J4? J53 FAR ALL Jl FRAN 1
TO NPREU? ALL J4 FROM 1 TO N (WHICH MUST BE A POWER OF TWO) ? AND
ALL J5 FROM 1 TO NREM. J4REU-1










t 4Rri .! = i + ( J4RE'.}- 1 ) b Jp 1
DO 60 14=1 ? I P4 ? IPI
! !!!.
HE BIT REVERSAL OF J^-l =
11? J4REV-L! = 11001? ETC
E =
I r ( 1 4 j. 49EV 3 1 0 ? 3O ? 3O
I1MAX=I4+IR1--IP0
30 6 1 1 = 14? I IMAX? i h'U
] I = 1 + i J 1
- 1 3 * I P0+ r
J4- 1 3 b I P 1
DO 30 15=11 ? IPS?
IF'
4
1 5 ~- 1 + ( J 1
- 1 3 b I PG+ (
J4- 1 3 b I
F'
j. + ( J
5- 1 3 b J P4
I 5REV= 1 4REV+ 1
5- 1 4
1 5EEV = 1 + ( J 1-13 b I P6+ (
J4REV- 1 3 b I p 1 + (




DATA ( 15+1 3 =13ATA i I5REV+1 3
DATA(I5REV)=TEMRR
DHTA(I5REV+13=TEMPI






4REV- 1 F'S 3 .0 ? .0 ? 50
I4REV=I4REV-IPS











8UBR0UT I HE F I XRL ( DATA ? N ? NREM ? I S I GM ? I FARM 3
FOR IF'APL'M = O? CONVERT THE TRANSFORM OF A DOUBLED-UP PEAL ARRl
CONSIDERED COMPLEX? INTO ITS TRUE TRANSFORM. SUPPLY ONLY THE
FIRST HALF OF THE COMPLEX TRANSFORM? AS THE SECOND HALF HAS
CONJUGATE SYMMETRY. FOR I FORM = -1? CONVERT THE FIRST HALF
OF THE TRUE TRANSFORM INTO THE TRANSFORM OF A DOUBLED-UP REAL
ARRAY. r-l MUST BE EUEH.
USING COMPLEX NOTATION AND SUBSCRIPTS STARTING AT ZERO? THE
TRANSFORMATION IS
DIMENSION DATA Ui? NREM 3
ZSTP = EXP C I S I Gi-!Bwp I m I ,-1-| 1
DO 16 1 8=0? NREM- 1
DATA ( O ? I 3 = (301 IJ ( DATA ( O ? I 3 3 b ( 1 + T 3





( 1 + CB I FOEM+ 1 3 b I ?*ZSTPBW 1 1 1 .--
I ICNJ = N--S-I1
D I
F"
= DATA ( 1 1 ? I S 3 -CONJ ( DATA ( 1 1 CNJ ? 1 8 3 3
TEMP = ZBDIF
DATA ( II ? I E 3 = ( DATA (II? I E 3 -TEMP 3 =* r 1
- 1 FORM 3
DATA ( 1 1 CNJ ? I S 3 = ( DATA ( 1 1 CHJ ? 1 3 +CONJ ( TEMP 3 3
b ( 1 - 1 FORM 3
1 1 = 1 ICNJ? THE CALCULATION
EOF'
THAT VALUE COLLAPSES INTO
A SIMPLE CONJUGATION OF DATA ( 1 1 - 133 =
DIMENSION DATA (13






IF (I FARM 3 18? 76? 78
PHCK THE -REAL -INPUT -VALUES
-(TWO-PER COLUMN 3
J1=IP1+1
DATA ( d. 3 =I3FlTA ( J 1 3
I
F"
(NREM- 1 3 78 ? 70 ?0
J1=J1+IP@
IMIN=IP1+1







DO 40 11 = 11MIM? UMAX? IPO
I3ATFV 1 1 3 =DATA (J 13
DATA (11 + 13 =I3ATA ( J 1 + 13
J1=J1+IP0
DATA ( I+ 1 3 =13ATA ( J 1 3
Ji=J1+IP0
DO 88 I-l ? IF'S? IF'l
TEMPR^DATFVIy)
DATFl ( I 3 =DATF'i ( I 3 +13ATA ( 1
3+ 1 3
DATA ( IS+1 3 =TEMPR-DATA ( 1.2+1 3
I F ( M
- 2 3 268 ? OO ? 90
THETA=TWOP I --'FLOAT ( H 3
ATj-ITH=SlN(THETA.--. 3
7qTpp=-P = B: I NTHBS I NTH
! iU-i
-'--' I Rl-SIN ( THETA 1
-E=(l .-ZSTFT ).-".
XI =C 1 .+ZSTPR ).-'.
IF"
(I FORM ) 166? 118? 118











DO 196 1 1 = 11MIN? UMAX? IP8
DO 186 I=I1? IP? IRj
I 8AN.J= I P8S ( !-!-'+ 1 3 -B ] i + 1
I F ( I :- 1CNJ 3 1 SO ? 1 0 ? 1 EO
I F ( I S I GI-jb ( i* I f8RM+ 1 3 3 1 39 ? 1 40 ? 1 46
DATA ( 1 8+ 1 3 =-DATA ( I 8+ 1 3
IF (I FARM 3 176? ISO? ISO
DIFR--DRTA r 133 -DATA ( ISSNJ 3
D 1 F I =DATA ( I E+ 1 3 +DATA ( I S6MJ+ 1 3
TEMPF-D I FRBZR-D I FI&ZI
TEMP I =D I ERBZ I +D I F I BZR
DFiTFi ( I E 3 =DATA ( I S 3 -TEMPR
DATA ( I E+ 1 3 =DATA ( 1 3+ 1 3 -TEMP I
DATFl ( I SANA 3 =l'iflTfl ( IS6MJ3 +TEMPR
DATA ( IE6NJ+1 3 =DATA ( ISCNJ+1 3 -TEMPI
IF"
( I FORM 3 166? ISO? 186
DATA ( IE6MJ3 =DATA ( ICNJ) +13ATA ( ISCHJ3
DATA ( ISCHJ+1 3 =DATA ( ISCHJ+1 3 +DATA ( IECHJ+1 3
DATA ( I 3 =DATA ( I 3 +DATA ( I 3
DATA ( I+l 3 -DATA ( I+1 3 +I3ATA ( I+l 3
COAT I HUE
ZR=ZSTPRBTEMPR-ZSTP I BZ I +ZR
Z I =ZSTPRBZ I +ZSTP I BTEMPR+Z I
RECURSION SAUES TIME? AT A SLIGHT LOSS 3 ACC
USE DOUBLE PRECISION TO COMPUTE ZR AND ZI.
IF ( I FORM 3 70? 10? 10









A ( J 1 + 1 3 =DATA (11 + 13
1 1 = 11 -IPS
J1=J1-IP0
IF (IE-I13 0? 40? 240
DATA ( Jl 3 =DATA ( 1 1 3
DATA ( Jl+1 3 =0=
DAT"
A (Ji 3 =13ATA ( I+l 3
13=11 -IPO
I -! ::::: j j T Pj:-;
I
F"


















Input Exposure Distribution Transform Pairs
^bToo 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50
MM
3.00 3.50 LOO 1.50 5.00










DISK MM >= 5.
DEL X<MM>= . 100E-01










Output Exposure Distribution Transform Pairs
i A
rt. 00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2'. 50 3'. 00 3'. 50 l'.00 it'. 50 5'. 00
MM













DISK MM >= 5.000
DEL X<MM>= . 100E-01






EFFECTS ON DFT USING VARIOUS DATA WINDOWS
This appendix deals with the Discrete Fourier Transform
(DTF) and leakage. Leakage will result when other than an
integer number of periods are sampled. It is the result of
windowing or truncation of the continuous function we sample
to perform the Fourier transform. When we window in the
spatial domain, we multiply by the window function. Mul
tiplication in the spatial domain leads to convolution in
the frequency domain. Ideally we would like to convolve
with a delta function, but this would imply a window of
infinite length which is not practical. We want to use a
window function which when convolved in the transform domain
with our original function will introduce the least leakage.
A series of windows were tried. All the windows used
were tapered cosines. The degree of taper varied between
0.0, a rectangular window, to 0.5, a Hanning window. In
each case the original function was sinusoidal with a level
of 0.5 and a frequency of 2.5 cycles/mm. 256 points were
taken over a length of 1.28 periods. The transform of the
continuous function is a delta function at 2.5 cycles/mm
with a modulus value of .25. The results of the various
windows are shown in the following figures. The Hanning
window or the 0.5 taper was used for all the transforms in
the MTF determination.
Fr-3HiL^:08 JUN 09, '77







Data Windows On MTF
(Note Change Of Scale)
'fflWWVVwvvwvU
1.00 8.00







DISK MM >= 3.200
DEL X(MM>= . 125E-01
12.00 16.00 t "")00 21.00 28.00
5PRTIRL FREQUENtT (CTCLES/MM)
^AafViflarsfvafag
32.00 36.00 3 10.00
"PSA1L 17:34 JUN 09, '77






DISK MM )= 3.200
DEL X<MM>= . 125E-01
AdToo fr l. 00
2.00 3.00 "'. oo 5*O e'. 00 7.00










1.00 2.00 3.00 1.00 5 0 G.OO 7.00
5PRTIRL FREQUENCT (CTCLE5/MM)
8.00 9.00 10.00








DISK MM >= 3.200
DEL X(MM)= . 125E-01




7.00 8.00 9.00 10.00
FIGURE 20 (con't)
FpSAlL'"l7:43 JUN 09-, '77






2.00 3.00 1.00 -i iO S.00 7.00
SPRTIRL FREQUENCT (CT*CLES/MM)
FPSA1L 17:45 JUN 09. '77









DISK MM )= 3.200
DEL X(MM)= . 125E-01
1.00 2.00 3.00 1-00 9""*0 6.00 7.00
SPRTIRL FREQUENT T (CTCLE5/MMJ
8.0Q 9.00 "* 10.00
FIGURE 20 (con't)
